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Attempt any FOUR parts : 5x4=20
a) What are some ofthe typical characteristics of ceramic

materials?

Name some applications where ceramics are used.

What are the special properties of plastics that make
them useful engineering materials?

What are the factors which determine the mechanical
behavior of plastics?

Write short notes on Smart material with its application
Briefly e4plain mechanism offatigue and corrosion with
neat sketches.
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2 AttemPt anY TWO Parts : l0x2=20

a) What do you mean by Mller Indices? Explain the

procedure for finding Miller Indices'

b) NACL structure has FCC Structure' The density of

NACL is 2.18 cm3' Calculate the distance between two

adjacent atoms.

c) Enumerate the various atomic models proposed by

scientist over the last few decades'

3 Attempt anY TWO Parts : lLx2:20

a) What is a fatigue failure? How is a fatigue test carried

out?

b) What is specimen preparation? Explainthe steps involved

in sPecimen PreParation.

c)Drawthekon-carbonequilibriumdiagramandexplain
the features

4 AttemPt anY TWO Parts : l0x2=20

a) State and explain Fick's First and Second Law'

b)WhatisTTTDiagram?Explainbrieflywithneatsketch
stating its imPortance-

c) I. State the comparison of Cast iron, Wrought iron

and Mild steel.

tr. Classifi Brass and explain any two type stating

its comPosition.
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Attempt any TWO parts :

a) Explain the following :

I Ferromagnetism

tr. Damagnetism.

b) Dstinguishbetrveenintrinsicandextrinsicsemiconductor.

Discuss why intrinsic semiconductor is not used in

semiconductor devices.

c) Definezuperconductivity. E*plainTypetrsuperconductor

is detail and application of Type II superconductor in

detail.
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